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The Sunset Classic
An early-evening aperitif on the terrace, followed by a secluded romantic candle lit dinner on
Sensatori’s golden stretch
(http://www.thomson.co.uk/destinations/europe/greece/crete/guide-to-crete.html) of sandy beach at sunset
complete with champagne, roses and chocolates.
The Beach Stroll
Take a wander on the shore hand-in-hand and stumble upon “Will You Marry Me?” in the sand surrounded
by candles and flowers with champagne on ice ready to be served to celebrate.
Porpoise Proposal

If you want to impress take a trip to Xel-ha Dolphinclusive
(http://excursions.thomson.co.uk/excursions-details/MEX/Mexico/000577/Caribbean-Coast/1008990576/Xel-ha-Dolphinclusive
and spend the day enjoying the natural wonders of Xel-ha snorkelling in a natural aquarium brimming with
marine wildlife followed by a swim with the dolphins.
Adrenalin Junkies
For those Tarzan’s that have found their Jane, you can make a real statement by zip lining across the
jungle to pop the question. Once you are strapped into your harness, you’ll have free reign of a
two-mile circuit. Or you can wait until you’ve come back down to earth and it’s time for a 4x4 drive
through the rainforest to a cenote. Once you’ve cooled off in an ancient underground sink hole, you
could pop the question amongst stalagmite and stalactites.
Sail Across the Cancun Lagoon

Turn up the romance with an evening cruise around Cancun
(http://excursions.thomson.co.uk/excursions-details/MEX/MEXICO/000577/CARIBBEAN-COAST/1008992613/Columbus-Lobs
lagoon onboard ‘Columbus’ a 60-foot tall ship. All gleaming wood and sturdy rigging nets, it’s
every inch the Spanish galleon. Set sail late afternoon and your captain will steer a course around the
lagoon’s gentle waters. Relax and unwind with a sun-downer and you watch a radiant Caribbean sunset.
Tuck in to delicious lobster, sip champagne along with the romance of a live saxophone on board what
better time to get down on one knee.
Snorkel your way to “I do”
Dive into the warm Caribbean Sea amongst the tropical fish and discover a carefree and magical World.
Just the two of you can enjoy the exotic sea-life, shared memories that you won’t forget even more so
when they discover their engagement ring under a rock? They simply won’t be able to refuse!
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Relax and Unwind
If rest and relaxation is on the agenda with your partner then why not make use of the heavenly Spa at
Sensatori? Enjoy a private couple’s massage on the beach with the relaxing sound of the waves lapping
on the shore and a romantic breeze in the air - now could be the perfect time to for them to say
“Yes”
Do Not Disturb
If you would prefer something in the privacy of your own hotel room then let our team set the scene
whilst you work out the best way to ask – roses, candles, music and champagne - all ready for Romeo to
woo his Juliet.
Bespoke proposals & prices available on request. All payable locally.
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